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Abstract
It was shown recently that Qð6; qÞ; q43; q a prime has no ovoids. We improve this result by
showing that the smallest cardinality of a set of points of Qð6; qÞ; q43 prime, meeting all
generators of Qð6; qÞ is q3 þ q: Up to isomorphism there is only one example of this size. At
last, we generalize this result to Qð2n; qÞ:
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Qð2n; qÞ denote the non-degenerate quadric of the ﬁnite projective space
PGð2n; qÞ: The generators of Qð2n; qÞ have dimension n  1; these are the largest
subspaces of PGð2n; qÞ that are contained in Qð2n; qÞ: An important concept for
polar spaces in general, and hence also for Qð2n; qÞ; is an ovoid, that is set of points
of Qð2n; qÞ meeting every generator in exactly one point. Recently it was shown that
for q prime, every ovoid of Qð4; qÞ is classical, i.e., it is a non-singular elliptic quadric
Qð3; qÞ [1,2]. Then by a result of O’Keefe and Thas [9], Qð6; qÞ (and hence also
Qð2n; qÞ), q prime, q43; has no ovoids. For q not prime, Qð4; qÞ has always
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non-classical ovoids, while for Qð6; qÞ; only ovoids are known when q ¼ 3h; hX1;
and the other not prime cases are open.
In this paper we determine the smallest point set of Qð6; qÞ; q prime, q43; that
meets every generator in at least one point. In order to state the result we need the
notation of a truncated cone. Suppose U is a subspace of PGð2n; qÞ intersecting
Qð2n; qÞ in a cone SiQð3; qÞ with an i-dimensional vertex over an elliptic quadric
Qð3; qÞ: The truncated cone Si Qð3; qÞ is obtained by removing the points of the
vertex Si of the cone.
Using the fact that all ovoids of Qð4; qÞ; q prime, q43 are elliptic quadrics, we
prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let qX5 be a prime. Then the smallest set of points of Qð6; qÞ meeting
every plane has q3 þ q points, and consists of the points of a truncated cone PQð3; qÞ:
We remark that the same theorem was proved in [4] for Qð6; 5Þ and Qð6; 7Þ; not
using the results of [2]. Furthermore, it is known that Qð8; qÞ; q odd has no ovoids
[5]. One can also try to determine the smallest set of points of Qð8; qÞ meeting every
generator in at least one point. This was done for Qð8; 3Þ in [4]. Furthermore, the
results there were translated to higher dimensions. We use the following result from
[4].
Result 1.2. For a given q odd, if every ovoid of Qð4; qÞ; is an elliptic quadric Qð3; qÞ
and the smallest minimal blocking set of Qð6; qÞ is a truncated cone S0Qð3; qÞ; then
the smallest set of points of Qð2n; qÞ; nX4; meeting every generator of Qð2n; qÞ is a
truncated cone Sn3Q
ð3; qÞ:
We conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 1.3. The smallest set of points of Qð2n; qÞ meeting every generator of
Qð2n; qÞ; q prime, q43 is a truncated cone Sn3Qð3; qÞ:
We remark that similar results are known for some polar spaces that do not have
ovoids. To these belong the elliptic quadrics Qð2n þ 1; qÞ for nX2 [6], and the
symplectic polar spaces Wð2n þ 1; qÞ for nX2 and q even [8], and the hermitian polar
spaces Hð2n; q2Þ [3]. For further information on the existence of ovoids in polar
spaces we refer to [10].
2. The proof
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. For this, suppose that B is a minimal set of
at most q3 þ q points of Qð6; qÞ; q43; q prime, meeting every generator of Qð6; qÞ: A
point P will be called a small point, if PAQð6; qÞ\B and jP>-Bj ¼ q2 þ 1:
(1) If XAB; then jX>-Bjpq: As B is minimal, then there exists a plane p of
Qð6; qÞ on X meeting B only in X : There are q2 lines l in p not containing X : Each
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such line lies in q further planes of Qð6; qÞ; which all meet B: Since a point YAB\p is
perpendicular to exactly one line of p; it follows that jX>-BjpjBj  q2  qpq:
(2) If PAQð6; qÞ\B; then jP>-BjXq2 þ 1: If equality holds, then there exists a 4-
space FP on P with P
>-B ¼ FP-B: Also FP meets Qð6; qÞ in a cone with vertex P
over an elliptic quadric Qð3; qÞ and each of the q2 þ 1 singular lines of FP on P meet
B in a unique point.
To see this, consider the quadric Qð4; qÞ induced in P>=P: The points of P>-B
yield a blocking set of this Qð4; qÞ: Hence jP>-BjXq2 þ 1 with equality only if the
blocking set is an ovoid of this Qð4; qÞ: Then, as qX5 is a prime, the result of [2]
shows that the ovoid is an elliptic quadric Qð3; qÞ; which proves the last statement
of (2).
(3) If p is a plane of Qð6; qÞ meeting B in a unique point X ; then p contains a small
point. Also, every line of p that contains a small point but not X contains at least one
more small point.
Count pairs ðP; Y Þ with PAp\fXg and YAB\fXg such that P and Y are
perpendicular. Since every point of B\fXg is perpendicular to q þ 1 points of p; this
gives X
PAp\fXg
ðjP>-Bj  1ÞpðjBj  1Þðq þ 1Þ:
As the right-hand side is at most ðq3 þ q  1Þðq þ 1Þoðq2 þ qÞðq2 þ 1Þ; it follows
that jP>-Bj  1oq2 þ 1 for at least one point PAp\fXg: Hence p contains a small
point P:
Now consider a line l of p containing a small point P but not X : As P is a small
point, every plane of Qð6; qÞ on P meets B in a unique point. Hence jl>-Bj is equal
to the number q þ 1 of planes of Qð6; qÞ on l: Count pairs ðR; YÞ with RAl and YAB
such that R and Y are perpendicular. Then the q þ 1 points of l>-B occur in q þ 1
such pairs and every other point of B occurs in exactly one such pair. This implies
that X
RAl
jR>-Bjpðq þ 1Þ2 þ ðjBj  q  1Þ ¼ jBj þ q2 þ q:
The left-hand side is at most q3 þ q2 þ 2q ¼ ðq þ 1Þðq2 þ 1Þ þ ðq  1Þ; so at most
q  1 points RAl can have jR>-BjXq2 þ 2:
(4) Let l be a line of Qð6; qÞ missing B and having at least two small points. Then
there exists a plane meeting Qð6; qÞ in a conic and such that l>-B consists of the
q þ 1 points of this conic.
Let P and R be small points of l: From (2) we get 4-spaces FP and FR; also, as
l-B ¼ |; then l-FP ¼ P and l-FR ¼ R: Thus FP-FR lies in l> and is skew to l: As
l>; FP and FR have dimension four, it follows that FP-FR has dimension two. Since
l> meets Qð6; qÞ in a cone with vertex l over a Qð2; qÞ; then the plane FP-FR meets
Qð6; qÞ in a conic. From (2) we also have FP-B ¼ P>-B and similarly for R: Hence
FP-FR-B ¼ l>-B:
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If X is a point of the conic FP-FR-Qð6; qÞ; then the plane /l; XS meets B in a
unique point, since every plane of Qð6; qÞ on P meets B in a unique point. This point
of B lies in P>-BDFP and R>-BDFR; so it lies in FP-FR and hence it is the point
X : So the conic in FP-FR-Qð6; qÞ belongs to B:
(5) Let P be a small point and let X be a point of FP-B: Then the set FP-B can
be written as the union of q plane conics sharing two by two only the point X : In
fact, there are at least 1
2
ðq þ 1Þ different ways to do this.
Let p be one of the planes of Qð6; qÞ on the line PX : Also let l1;y; lq be the lines of
p on P different from PX : By (3), each line li contains a small point Ri different from
P: Then (4) shows that Ci :¼ ðPRiÞ>-B is a conic that is contained in FP-B: Each
conic Ci contains X : Two different conics Ci and Cj share only X ; because
Ci-CjDl>i -l>j ¼ p> and p> meets Qð6; qÞ only in p: Thus, the q conics Ci form a
partition of FP-B as required.
The same can be done for each of the q þ 1 planes on the line PX : We show that
each conic arises from at most two planes. It sufﬁces to show this for C1: We have
that C>1 is a 3-space meeting Qð6; qÞ in a Qð3; qÞ or in a Qþð3; qÞ: But, in every
plane on PX that gives rise to C1; we have a line l1 on P such that C1Dl>1 : Since a
point of a Q7ð3; qÞ lies on at most two lines of Q7ð3; qÞ; this shows that C1 can come
from at most two planes.
(6) For every small point P; the set P>-B is an elliptic quadric Qð3; qÞ:
Let X be a point of P>-B ¼ FP-B: Recall that qX5 by hypothesis of Theorem
1.1. We consider three families fCi j 1pipqg; fDi j 1pipqg and fEi j 1pipqg of
conics as in (5), that is two conics of the same family share only the point X ; and the
union of the q conics of one family is the set FP-B: A conic Di that is not in the
family fCig shares with each conic Ci the point X and at most one further point.
Thus such a conic Di meets each conic Ci in X and a second point. This shows that
two conics from different families are distinct and share two points. Then C1-D1
consists of two points X and Y ; and the supporting planes span a 3-space S: Every
conic Ei that does not contain Y contains X and one more point from C1 and D1;
which implies that Ei is contained in S: Hence q  1 of the conics Ei lie
in S: The same argument shows now that S contains q  1 conics of each of the
three families. Now it is easy to see that FP-B is contained in S and this proves the
claim.
(7) If there exists a 5-space H containing at least q3 þ 1 points of B; then B is as
stated in Theorem 1.1.
We will consider the different possibilities for the structure of H-Qð6; qÞ but we
start with a remark that applies for all three possibilities for this structure. If there is
a line l of H-Qð6; qÞ that does not meet B; then every plane of Qð6; qÞ on l that is
not contained in H meets B in a point outside H: As jH-BjXq3 þ 1; there can be at
most jBj  ðq3 þ 1Þpq  1 such planes on such a line.
If H-Qð6; qÞ ¼ Qð5; qÞ; then all lines of this Qð5; qÞ lie on q þ 1 planes that do
not lie in H; so the previous remark shows that all lines of Qð5; qÞ meet B: Then the
result in [6] mentioned in the introduction gives the structure of B:
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Now consider the case that H is tangent to Qð6; qÞ at a point P; that is H-Qð6; qÞ
is a cone with vertex P over a Qð4; qÞ: Then every line of the cone that does not pass
through P lies in q planes of Qð6; qÞ that are not contained in H; so the remark
implies that all lines of the cone PQð4; qÞ that do not pass through P meet B: Thus,
each Qð4; qÞ of PQð4; qÞ contains at least q2 þ 1 points of B with equality if and only
if Qð4; qÞ-B is an ovoid of Qð4; qÞ: Then a counting argument shows that each such
Qð4; qÞ meets B in an ovoid, that jBj ¼ q3 þ q and that B is contained in PQð4; qÞ
(but PeB). By the hypothesis on q in Theorem 1.1 and the result of [1,2], for each
Qð4; qÞ of PQð4; qÞ the ovoid Qð4; qÞ-B is an elliptic quadric Qð3; qÞ: Consider one
elliptic quadric E :¼ Qð3; qÞ of PQð4; qÞ that is contained in B: Then the cone
PQð3; qÞ contains P and q3 þ q further points. We show that B consists of these
q3 þ q points, proving the desired structure of B: In fact, otherwise there would be a
point X in PQð4; qÞ outside the PQð3; qÞ: This point would be perpendicular to a
conic of E; but (1) shows that this is not possible.
Consider ﬁnally the case H-Qð6; qÞ ¼ Qþð5; qÞ: Now we use that in a Qþð5; qÞ at
least jQð4; qÞj ¼ q3 þ q2 þ q þ 1 points are needed to block all lines (see [7]). Thus,
there exists a line l in Qþð5; qÞ not meeting B: In Qð6; qÞ the line l lies in q þ 1 planes
and two of these lie in the Qþð5; qÞ: The remaining q  1 planes of Qð6; qÞ on l meet
B in points outside H: Thus jH-BjpjBj  ðq  1Þpq3 þ 1: Hence jH-Bj ¼ q3 þ 1
and exactly q  1 points of B do not lie in H: Also, the q  1 points of B\H are
perpendicular to l and similarly to every line of H-Qð6; qÞ that is missing B: Since
the q  1 points span different planes with l; they are two by two non-perpendicular.
Then three of these points span a plane that meets Qð6; qÞ in a conic. This shows that
all lines of Qþð5; qÞ that do not meet B live in the perp of a conic C: The perp of a
conic is a Q7ð3; qÞ: Since q þ 1 points are enough to block all lines of a Q7ð3; qÞ; this
implies that we can adjoin q þ 1 points to H-B in order to obtain a set K blocking
all lines of Qþð5; qÞ: Then jK jpjH-Bj þ q þ 1 ¼ q3 þ q þ 2: But we have seen
above that such a set has cardinality at least jQð4; qÞj ¼ q3 þ q2 þ q þ 1: Contra-
diction.
(8) If XAB; then there exists a 4-space V on X such that V-B contains at least
q þ 1 quadrics Qð3; qÞ all containing X :
Consider a plane p of Qð6; qÞ on X that meets B only in X : Such a plane exists
because of the minimality of B: It follows from (3) that p contains at least q þ 1 small
points. By (6), for every small point P of p the set EðPÞ :¼ P>-B is an elliptic
quadric. It follows from (2), that the 3-space /EðPÞSmeets Qð6; qÞ in EðPÞ: If P and
R are small points of p such that the line PR does not contain X ; then (4) implies that
EðPÞ-EðRÞ is a conic.
First we consider the case that we ﬁnd three non-collinear small points P; R; S in p
that generate with X different lines. Then the quadrics EðPÞ; EðRÞ and EðSÞ meet
two by two in a conic, but they do not share a conic (since this conic would be
perpendicular to the plane p ¼ /P; R; SS). Thus EðPÞ; EðRÞ and EðSÞ span together
a 4-space V : From (3) we know that every line of p on P that does not contain any of
the points R; S; X contains a second small point T : Then T either does not lie on XR
or not on XS: We may assume it does not lie on RX : Then P; R; T are non-collinear
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and on different lines with X ; so as before EðPÞ; EðRÞ and EðTÞ span together a
4-space. Of course, this 4-space is V ; so EðTÞDV : Since there are q  2 choices
for T ; we are done.
Now consider the case that all small points of p lie on two lines of p on X : Let
these lines be p ¼ fX ; P1;y; Pqg and r ¼ fX ; R1;y; Rqg: Then (3) implies that all
points Pi and Ri are small points. For different i; the elliptic quadrics EðPiÞ share
only X ; this is because the points Pi are small, so every plane on the line p meets B
only in one point which is X : Thus different i yield different 3-spaces Si :¼ /EðPiÞS
and similar different 3-spaces Ti :¼ /EðRiÞS: From (4) we know that each subspace
Si-Tj is a plane that meets Qð6; qÞ in conic, which is EðPiÞ-EðRjÞ: Different pairs
ði; jÞ give different planes, because different quadrics EðPiÞ and also different
quadrics EðRjÞ share only the point X : If two of the Si; say S1 and S2 meet in a
plane, then V :¼ /S1; S2S is a 4-space; in this case every Ti meets S1 and S2 in
different planes and is thus contained in V ; which proves the claim (8). We may thus
assume that different Si share at most a line, and similar for the Ti: Then V :¼
/S1; S2S is a 5-space, and l :¼ S1-S2 is a line on X : Each Ti meets S1 and S2 in
planes, and these two planes share a line (since they lie in the 3-space Ti), so they
share the line l: Hence lDTiDV for all i: By the same argument, l is contained in all
subspaces Si: Then l lies in the perp of all points Pi and all points Ri; which implies
that l is a tangent line on X meeting Qð6; qÞ only in X : Then the q elliptic quadrics
EðRiÞ cover q3 þ 1 points of V-Qð6; qÞ and these points lie in B: Thus we can apply
(7), so B lives in a 4-space. But this is a contradiction, as the quadrics EðPiÞ are
contained in B and span a 5-space.
(9) The end. Consider a 4-space V as in (8). Then V-B contains q quadrics
Qð3; qÞ: Since two such quadrics share at most q þ 1 points, it follows that
jV-BjXqðq2 þ 1Þ  q
2
 
ðq þ 1Þ ¼ qðq
2 þ 3Þ
2
:
Since V-Qð6; qÞ contains quadrics Q3ðqÞ; we have that V-Qð6; qÞ is a Qð4; qÞ or a
cone with point vertex over a Qð3; qÞ: Assume V-Qð6; qÞ ¼ Qð4; qÞ: Consider two
Qð3; qÞ contained V-B; and choose a point X that lies in exactly one of these.
Then X> meets the other Qð3; qÞ in a Qð2; qÞ: Thus X> contains 1þ ðq þ 1Þ points
of B; contradicting (1).
Hence V-Qð6; qÞ is a cone with point vertex S over a Qð3; qÞ: Since jV-Bj4q;
then SeB by (1). Put b :¼ jV-Bj; and denote by M the set of points of V-Qð6; qÞ
that do not lie in B and that are different from S: Then b þ jMj ¼ qðq2 þ 1Þ: Put
B0 :¼ B\V : Then b þ jB0j ¼ jBjpq3 þ q; so jB0jpjMj:
Let PAM: Then jP>-BjXq2 þ 1 by (2) but the argument of the proof of (2) even
shows that at least q2 þ 1 lines of Qð6; qÞ on P meet B: Since P lies on a unique line of
V-Qð6; qÞ ¼ SQð3; qÞ; it follows that P lies on at least q2 lines of Qð6; qÞ that meet
B in a point but do not lie in V : Hence jP>-B0jXq2 for PAM:
Let XAB0: We ﬁrst show that X is not perpendicular to S: Assume the contrary.
Then SX is a singular line and lies in q þ 1 singular planes. Each of these singular
planes lies in S> and thus meets V in a line on S: Since V-B contains elliptic
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quadrics Qð3; qÞ; each such line meets B: It follows that each of the q þ 1 planes on
SX meets V-B: But then X> contains q þ 1 points of B contradicting (1). Hence X
is not perpendicular to S: Then E :¼ X>-V is a 3-space that meets Qð6; qÞ in a
Qð3; qÞ: We know that V-B contains at least q þ 1 elliptic quadrics Qð3; qÞ: If all
these meet E in only one point, that is each of the q þ 1 solids spanned by these
elliptic quadrics meets E in a tangent plane of E-Qð6; qÞ ¼ Qð3; qÞ; then not all
these tangent planes can be equal. This implies that the q þ 1 elliptic quadrics cover
at least two points of E; so jE-BjX2; which implies that jE-Mj ¼ q2 þ 1
jE-Bjpq2  1:
Count pairs ðP; XÞAM  B0 with XAP> to obtain
jMjq2p
X
PAM
jP>-B0j ¼
X
XAB0
jX>-MjpjB0jðq2  1Þ:
Since jB0jpjMj; this implies that M ¼ |: Hence all points of the cone SQð3; qÞ
except the vertex S lie in B: This proves Theorem 1.1. &
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